Modulation of aggregation-induced emission and electroluminescence of silole derivatives by a covalent bonding pattern.
The deciphering of structure-property relationships is of high importance to rational design of functional molecules and to explore their potential applications. In this work, a series of silole derivatives substituted with benzo[b]thiophene (BT) at the 2,5-positions of the silole ring are synthesized and characterized. The experimental investigation reveals that the covalent bonding through the 2-position of BT (2-BT) with silole ring allows a better conjugation of the backbone than that achieved though the 5-position of BT (5-BT), and results in totally different emission behaviors. The silole derivatives with 5-BT groups are weakly fluorescent in solutions, but are induced to emit intensely in aggregates, presenting excellent aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics. Those with 2-BT groups can fluoresce more strongly in solutions, but no obvious emission enhancements are found in aggregates, suggesting they are not AIE-active. Theoretical calculations disclose that the good conjugation lowers the rotational motions of BT groups, which enables the molecules to emit more efficiently in solutions. But the well-conjugated planar backbone is prone to form strong intermoelcular interactions in aggregates, which decreases the emission efficiency. Non-doped organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are fabricated by using these siloles as emitters. AIE-active silole derivatives show much better elecroluminescence properties than those without the AIE characterisic, demonstrating the advantage of AIE-active emitters in OLED applications.